Aims To compare the acute effects of alcohol on set-shifting task performance (relative to sober baseline performance) during ascending and descending limb breath alcohol concentration (BrAC), as well as possible moderation of these effects by baseline individual differences. Design Shifting performance was tested during an initial baseline and a subsequent drinking session, during which participants were assigned randomly to one of three beverage conditions (alcohol, placebo or control) and one of two BrAC limb conditions [ascending and descending (A/D) or descending-only (D-only)].
INTRODUCTION
A large literature describes an important role for higherorder cognitive abilities in addiction, such as planning, problem-solving and flexibility [1, 2] . This broad class of cognitive abilities is often referred to as 'executive functioning' (EF). Many EF-related abilities are known to be impaired under acute alcohol intoxication, both in the laboratory [3] [4] [5] and in naturalistic settings [6] [7] [8] . This is a major concern, given that impairment in the regulatory processes represented by these EF abilities can promote protracted alcohol and drug use despite their health risks and contribute to a range of acute alcohol-related problems.
To date, most studies investigating acute effects of alcohol on EF have focused on abilities related to response inhibition or working memory; relatively few investigations have tested alcohol's effects on the ability to switch between tasks [9] . This ability, often termed 'shifting' [10] , represents the ability to perform a new operation in the face of proactive interference (see [11] ). Along with inhibition and working memory updating, shifting is considered one of the core EF abilities supporting self-regulatory control [10] , and although these three aspects of EF share some common features, they are also theoretically and empirically distinct [10] . Addressing this imbalance in the literature on alcohol and EF is important, because although alcohol's effects on EF are extensive, they are far from uniform [9] . The purpose of the current study was to provide the most thorough test to date of alcohol's effects on shifting.
Set-shifting paradigms involve a sequence of trials that require either transitioning to a new task set or maintaining the current one on successive trials. Outcome measures in set-shifting paradigms include the switch cost-the additional time [represented in response time (RT)] required to reconfigure successfully a new task set relative to maintaining the current one-and perseverative errors -responding to a stimulus according to a prior task set configuration that is inappropriate in the current one. Earlier studies showed that alcohol increases perseverative errors both in laboratory [4, 12, 13] and in naturalistic (bar) settings [7] , but no previous studies have tested acute alcohol effects on switch costs.
Extant studies in this literature have suffered from several shortcomings, leading to uncertainty over their conclusions. First, in most studies alcohol's effects on shifting have been modeled using only a single behavioral task [9] . Moreover, the tasks used in most of those studies (e.g. Wisconsin Card Sort; Tower of London; Trails-making Test part B) are cognitively complex, meaning that they tap multiple EF abilities as well as other, non-EF processes (language; visuospatial), introducing variability in performance attributable to task stimuli but unrelated to shifting ability [10, 14] . Previous work [15] demonstrates how alcohol's effects can vary according to such stimulus-driven factors. The current study overcame this problem by adopting a latent variable approach, in which three exemplar tasks selected to have different non-executive requirements but to tap the same underlying shifting ability were administered. The resulting latent variable represents an estimate of the latent variable of shifting ability with no measurement error [16] .
Two additional shortcomings of the extant literature were addressed in this study. First, previous studies of alcohol's effects on shifting, indeed on cognitive functions more generally, have failed to investigate potential differences associated with ascending and descending breath alcohol concentration (BrAC). This issue is important, in that reduced impairment during descending relative to ascending BrAC has been reported for some EF abilities [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ; for reviews, see [23, 24] . However, this apparent recovery on the descending limb of the BrAC curve has been observed mainly in within-subjects comparisons, where the same individuals are tested during both limbs [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . This design makes it difficult to infer whether improvements during descending BrAC merely reflect practice effects [7, 25] , but also see [26] . Disentangling practice from acute tolerance effects [23] requires a design in which some participants complete EF tasks under both ascending and descending BrAC (A/D group), whereas others complete the tasks only under descending BrAC (D-only group). Better descendinglimb (DL) performance in the A/D group relative to the D-only group would provide evidence of a practice effect; equivalent DL performance in the two groups would suggest that acute tolerance occurs.
Finally, very few studies have considered the moderating influence of individual differences in sober (baseline) performance on the magnitude of alcohol's effects on EF. Low EF ability represents a dual hazard for harmful drinking outcomes because not only does poor performance on EF tasks predict escalation of alcohol involvement [27] [28] [29] and risk-taking behaviors in youth [30] , but individuals with poor EF ability often experience greater impairment from alcohol than their higher-EF peers [31, 32] . The current study included a sober baseline testing session to permit modeling effects of individual differences in shifting ability.
The primary aim of this study was to provide the most comprehensive test to date of alcohol's acute effects on shifting, using a latent variable approach to isolate alcohol's effects on shifting from non-EF processes (see [14] ). Based on the findings of earlier acute alcohol studies on EF, we focused on the following questions: (a) is post-drink performance in the alcohol group worse than post-drink performance in the no-alcohol group; (b) is performance on the DL significantly less impaired than performance on the ascending limb (AL) in the alcohol group, which might suggest acute tolerance or practice effects; and (c) does post-drink performance vary according to both pre-drink performance levels and beverage group, such that individuals with poorer baseline shifting ability experience greater impairment from alcohol than those with better baseline ability? We also wished to test (d) whether any ostensible performance recovery on the DL appears due to practice; a difference in DL performance between the A/D and D-only groups would suggest a practice effect.
METHOD

Design
The study consisted of a baseline session and a drinking session; during the drinking session participants consumed alcohol, a placebo beverage or a control beverage. This design permitted comparison of shifting performance (measured as a latent variable derived from performance in three set-shifting tasks) as a function of alcohol pharmacology (alcohol versus placebo and control) and alcohol expectancy (alcohol and placebo versus control) on the ascending and descending limb of the breath alcohol curve, as well as moderation of these effects by baseline individual differences. Prior to data collection, the statistical power analysis of the structural models was assessed using the Monte Carlo component of Mplus, and for each combination of three effect size magnitudes (low, medium, high) for both alcohol and expectancy effects based on previously published estimates for the updating construct and assuming a sample size of 216 individuals. The power to detect small, medium and large effects for either construct were 0.19-0.20, 0.89-0.90 and 0.99, respectively.
Sample
Two-hundred and fifty-eight participants between the ages of 21 and 30 years were recruited from the Columbia, MO community for a study examining effects of alcohol on cognition. Interested individuals were screened for their eligibility (see Supporting information for exclusion criteria). Participants were paid $35 for completion of the first session and $14/hour for the second session (and a $10 bonus for completing both sessions). Demographic characteristics of the sample are given in Table 1 .
Procedure
The baseline session started at 9:00 a.m. and took approximately 3-4 hours; drinking sessions, which took place 1-3 weeks (mean = 19.1 days) later, started between 12:00 and 1:00 p.m. and lasted approximately 4 hours. A/D = completed tasks on the ascending and descending limb; D-only = completed tasks on the descending limb only.
At the beginning of the baseline session, participants completed demographics and other self-report measures, followed by completion of the three set-shifting tasks as well as nine additional tasks assessing other EF abilities (not reported here). When participants returned to the laboratory for the drinking session they were assigned randomly to one of three beverage conditions by a research assistant using a computerized randomizer algorithm: a no-alcohol control beverage (n = 80), an active placebo beverage (n = 72; 0.04 g/kg ethanol) or an alcohol beverage (n = 70; 0.80 g/kg ethanol for men, 0.72 g/kg ethanol for women) (for alcohol administration procedure, see Supporting information). Participants in the control condition were told that their drink contained no alcohol; those in the placebo and alcohol conditions were told that their drink contained 'a moderate amount of alcohol'.
To permit separate assessment of practice effects from acute alcohol tolerance on the DL, a missing-by-design method was employed [33, 34] in which participants were assigned randomly to one of two task completion conditions. Participants in the A/D group completed the shifting tasks on both the AL and DL, whereas those in the D-only group completed the tasks only on the DL. All participants completed the set-shifting tasks in a predetermined order (category-switch, color-shape, number-letter), followed by two unrelated tasks. Following previous research [35] , D-only participants watched episodes of a popular television sitcom (The Office) during ascending BrAC (in the alcohol condition, or until an equivalent amount of time had elapsed post-drinking in the placebo and control conditions). The order of the tasks was reversed on the DL so that each task would be completed at equivalent breath alcohol concentrations on the AL and DL.
Measures
Subjective effects of alcohol
At baseline and each post-drinking BrAC measurement, participants completed measures of self-reported stimulation, sedation and subjective intoxication. Stimulation and sedation were assessed using the Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale (BAES) [36] , and subjective intoxication ('How intoxicated do you feel right now?') was assessed using a 10-point scale (1 = not at all intoxicated, 10 = more intoxicated than I've ever been).
Set-shifting paradigms
Participants performed three cued set-shifting tasks (number-letter, color-shape and category-switch) used previously in the study by Friedman and colleagues [14] . For brevity, here we provide brief descriptions; complete details are provided in the Supporting information. In all tasks, each trial was preceded by an informative cue indicating which one of the two subtasks should be performed on that trial. Subjects were required to switch between the two task-sets if the cue presented in the current trial differed from the cue presented in the previous trial. In the number-letter task [11] , participants were presented with a number-letter or letter-number pair (e.g. 7G) and were expected to make an 'even/odd' or 'consonant/vowel' judgment depending on the pre-trial cue. In the color-shape task [37] , participants were presented with a circle or a triangle in either red or green. They were expected to make a 'red/green' or 'circle/triangle' judgment depending on the cue. In the category switch task [38] , participants were presented with a word and were asked either to make a 'living/non-living' or 'smaller/bigger than a soccer ball' judgment based on a symbol presented above the word. The dependent measure in each task was the switch cost, calculated as the difference between the average RTs of the trials that required a task switch and the average RTs of the trials in which no switch occurred (see Fig. 1 ). Each Standardized parameter estimates for the multi-group covariance, longitudinal factor and MIMIC models for alcohol and no-alcohol groups. For the parameter estimates: ***P < 0.001; *P < 0.05 (one-sample t-tests). Pre-and post-drink latent variables (ovals) are constructed from scores on three set-shifting tasks (category-switch, color-shape and number-letter). For simplicity, individual indicators are not presented. Triangles represent latent means (m), double-headed arrows on latent variables represent variances, double-headed arrows between latent variables represent covariances, single-headed arrows between latent variables represent path coefficients (p) and small circles with single-headed arrows represent disturbances; m: mean, p: path coefficient. Larger factor scores represent greater switch costs (i.e. worse performance) task consisted of an equal number of switch and no-switch trials. The cue and the target were displayed on the screen until the participant responded, followed by a 350 ms response-to-cue interval. An auditory feedback ('beep') was presented if subjects responded incorrectly. Each target type and cue-target combination appeared equally often in each block. No more than four switch trials occurred in a row.
Statistical methods
For the analysis, a set of structural equation models (SEM) were applied because (i) within these models, latent factors (i.e. shifting ability) can be formed from multiple indicators (three set-shifting paradigms): in this way, measurement error can be reduced, resulting in increased reliability; and (ii) they allow us to estimate how these latent variables are affected by other (latent) variable indices across multiple groups.
Data preparation was performed as in previous research [14] . After exclusion of outliers/dropouts, model A-B and model C-D (for models, see Fig. 2 ) were estimated with 218 and 222 participants' data, respectively (see Supporting information for data preparation and exclusion/outliers criteria). SEMs were estimated with Mplus version 7.2 [39] by using multi-group covariance, longitudinal factor [40] and multiple-indicator-multiplecause (MIMIC) models [41] . In baseline models, all parameters were constrained to be equal across groups (strict invariance models). Next, parameters of interest were freed across groups and the difference likelihood ratio test (Δχ 2 ) was used to examine if nested models were significantly better than the strict invariance models as described in [42] . Models with incomplete data on the ascending limb were tested by using missing data analysis with full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation procedures [43] . All other models were tested with maximum likelihood estimation procedures. In addition, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), comparative fit index (CFI), and Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) were used to judge the fit of individual models. All strict invariance models fitted the data relatively well (for a list of models estimated and statistics, see Tables 3 and 5 ).
The following specifications were the same in all SEMs presented here (Fig. 3 presents measurement model for model A2 as an example): the RT switch costs derived from the three set-shifting tasks were used to construct the unobserved latent variable, shifting, separately at pre-drink (baseline) and post-drink AL and DL. A dummy-coded alcohol variable, comparing the control and placebo groups (coded 0) with the alcohol group (coded 1), was created to test for pharmacological effects. For model identification purposes, on the pre-drink shifting factor the mean and variance were set to zero and 1, respectively, in both groups. Note that freeing the pre-drink shifting latent mean in the alcohol group resulted in a mean of zero for the latent variable in the alcohol group, confirming equal latent means in alcohol and no-alcohol groups at the predrink baseline. The covariances between the three indicators at pre-and post-drink were allowed, but constrained to be equal across alcohol and no-alcohol groups. The three factor loadings, intercepts and residual variances for the three indicators were estimated freely, but were constrained to be equal for pre-and post-drink shifting factors and across alcohol and no-alcohol groups. Also note that freeing factor loadings for the three indicators across time and groups worsened the fit significantly (model A3 in Table 3 ), corroborating that the same latent construct was measured before and after beverage administration. This provided a sufficient condition of equal units of measurement and origin of scale to test latent means across groups. Table 3 Results from the models with baseline, ascending and descending limb data together (n = 218). Under the Models column, parameters are listed which are estimated freely across groups. Note that the free parameters in each successive model also include the parameters freed in previous steps. For example, in model B3, ascending and descending post-drink factor variance means that, in addition to the parameters freed earlier (i.e. factor means in model B2), the ascending and descending limb factor variances were also estimated freely across groups. Likelihood ratio difference tests (Δχ 2 ) were reported in comparison to the strict invariance model. Base = baseline; Asc. = ascending limb; Desc. = descending limb; var. = variance. *P < 0.05; **P <0.01; ***P <0.001. a For model identification, the ascending and descending post-drink latent mean and variance were set to zero and 1, respectively. RMSEA = root mean square of approximation; CI = confidence interval; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index.
Note that we also tested whether performance on the DL was affected by the expectancy that alcohol was consumed, by using expectancy (0: control group, 1: placebo and alcohol groups) instead of alcohol dummy coding for grouping. Nested models testing expectancy effect were not significantly better than the strict invariance models (see Supporting information), suggesting that expectancy effects did not appear to influence performance and are therefore not discussed in the remainder of this paper.
MODEL RESULTS
To determine whether post-drink performance in the alcohol group was worse than in the no-alcohol group and whether performance on the AL in the alcohol group was significantly less impaired than performance on the DL, a covariance model was estimated in which the covariances among the three shifting latent factors were allowed, but constrained to be equal across the alcohol and no-alcohol groups. Testing hypotheses (a) and (b) requires comparison of group means Fig. 2 . Values under vertical arrows pointing to measurement variables (category-switch, color-shape, etc.) represent residual variances, variance not explained by the latent variable. L1, L2, and L3 represent loadings constrained to be equal across time and groups. Triangles represent latent means, double-headed arrows on latent variables represent variances, double-headed arrows between latent variables represent covariances. Larger factor scores represent greater switch costs (i.e. worse performance). All parameters were significant at P < 0.05, except one (indicated by ¥) across time and groups by freeing the post-drink shifting latent means ( Fig. 2A) , which fitted the data significantly better than the baseline model (Table 3 , Model A). Comparing the shifting latent mean across groups revealed that post-drink performance (both on the AL and DL) was worse (i.e. larger switch costs) in the alcohol group compared to the no-alcohol group (also see Table 4 ). Comparing the latent means across the limbs of the BrAC in the alcohol group revealed an improvement in performance from the AL to the DL in the alcohol group, suggesting an acute tolerance effect on the DL. These findings indicate support for hypotheses (a) and (b).
To address research question (c), whether post-drink performance varies according to pre-drink performance levels and beverage groups (specifically whether individuals with poorer baseline shifting ability experience greater impairment from alcohol than those with better baseline ability), a multi-group longitudinal factor model was estimated where the pre-drink component was regressed on the post-drink component. The post-drink latent means and variances, as well as the pre-drink-to-AL and AL-to-DL path coefficients were estimated freely (Fig. 2B) . In the noalcohol group, pre-drink performance fully explained AL performance (path coefficient = 1), leaving no residual variance to be explained by the AL data (disturbance = 0). This is to be expected, given that no alcohol was administered to participants in this group. In the alcohol group, pre-drink performance also predicted AL performance but to a lesser extent than in the no-alcohol group; this difference across groups was significant (Tables 3 and 4 , model B). We then tested whether pre-drink performance predicted DL performance differently in the alcohol and no-alcohol groups. To do so, the same model was tested without the AL data ( Fig. 2C ; Table 5 , model C). Comparing the path coefficients across groups revealed that pre-drink shifting ability explained the variance in DL performance more in the no-alcohol group than in the alcohol group (also see Fig. 4 ).
To address research question (d), whether performing the tasks on the AL affected performance on the DL in the alcohol group, a MIMIC model was estimated by including a practice dummy variable (1 = D-only group, 2 = A/D group) to the previous model and regressing on the DL component (Fig. 2D) . Freely estimating the regression from the practice variable to the DL shifting variable resulted in a significant improvement over the baseline model (Table 5 , model D). Significant negative path coefficients from practice to the DL post-drink shifting ability in the no-alcohol group (-0.33, P < 0.001) imply that the switch cost at DL post-drink was smaller (i.e. better shifting performance) in the A/D group compared to the D-only group; however, the analogous path for the alcohol group was not significant (-0.08, P = 0.23), indicating that practice did not improve DL performance in the alcohol group. Also, as shown in Table 6 , these coefficients across groups were significantly different from each other. This finding is inconsistent with hypothesis (d). Table 4 Standardized parameters from the models with baseline, ascending and descending limb data together in the no-alcohol and alcohol groups. 
DISCUSSION
This experiment investigated the acute effect of alcohol on shifting. The study addressed limitations in the extant literature in several ways, including the use of a latent variable framework informed by multiple indicators of setshifting ability, examining whether individual differences in baseline shifting ability moderate alcohol effects on shifting performance and testing whether alcohol expectancy or practice (performing the tasks on both BrAC limbs) would explain ostensible acute tolerance on the DL of the BrAC curve. Several findings from this study advance understanding of alcohol's effects on shifting. First, the good fit of our model with three indicators of shifting provided evidence for a latent shifting factor tapped by the three tasks we administered. Moreover, the SEM in which factor loadings for the three indicators were freed across time and groups worsened fit significantly (model A3 in Table 3 ), corroborating that the same latent construct was measured at baseline and after beverage administration.
In both alcohol and no-alcohol groups, performance was better at post-drink (lower switch costs and latent mean), due possibly to performing the tasks a second time (or third time for the A/D group). However, this improvement in performance was greater in the no-alcohol group than the alcohol group, suggesting that the pharmacological effects of alcohol limited the effects of practice. However, compared to the AL performance, DL performance was improved in the alcohol group, a finding similar to that seen in previous studies using within-subjects comparisons.
Additionally, baseline performance predicted post-drink performance differentially according to beverage condition: pre-drink performance explained AL performance more clearly in the no-alcohol group than in the alcohol group. Presumably, this occurred because alcohol interfered with shifting performance on the AL, reducing the extent of improvement from pre-drink levels in the alcohol group. More interestingly, the relative reduction in performance enhancement from pre-to post-drink in the alcohol condition was more pronounced in individuals with lower pre-drink performance (see Fig. 4 ). This could mean that individuals with low EF ability not only have relatively weak EF when sober, but they are also more susceptible to the detrimental effects of acute alcohol exposure. In the long term, these individuals might carry a greater risk for alcohol abuse and, ultimately, addiction.
The current study also investigated whether practice and/or expectancy effects influence shifting performance while BrAC is falling. There has been limited research on whether alcohol affects shifting differentially under ascending and descending BrAC. Previous studies have reported impaired EF performance on the AL and a recovery from this impairment on the DL, a finding that has been interpreted as a sign of acute tolerance. Possibly to eliminate individual variability in response to acute alcohol and increase statistical power, most studies examining such limb effects have utilized within-subjects designs in which participants were tested both under ascending and descending BrAC [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Conversely, one study compared participants tested on the AL to those tested on the DL of BrAC and reported no difference in shifting performance [7] . In the current study, we scrutinized this issue by (a) testing whether performing the tasks on the AL improves DL performance (i.e. a within-subjects comparison) and (b) testing whether DL performance differs according to whether or not the tasks were performed on the AL (i.e. a between-subjects comparison across the A/D and D-only groups). Results showed a general performance improvement on the DL compared to the AL. Moreover, performing Figure 4 Post-drink shifting latent variable factor scores for the ascending limb (from model B4) and descending limb (from model C4) as a function of beverage group (alcohol versus no alcohol) and baseline task performance (pre-drink shifting latent variable factor scores). Larger factor scores represent greater switch costs (i.e. worse performance) the tasks on the AL improved DL performance, but only in the no-alcohol group. A lack of difference between the performance of the A/D and D-only groups in the alcohol condition suggests that the acute tolerance observed on the DL cannot be explained as merely a practice effect. Regarding the expectancy factor, the findings were inconclusive as to whether or not expectancy influenced EF performance.
In summary, our results indicate that individuals low in a key aspect of EF, switching, might experience loss of executive control after initiation of a drinking episode.
However, whether individuals low or high in EF would be more prone to initiate a drinking episode is a question for future research. Limitations of the current study should be noted, however. First, although this sample is large by the standards of alcohol challenge studies, it was not large enough to permit estimation of numerous parameters in our models. Future studies with larger samples could test this possibility. Secondly, the alcohol effect on shifting reported here is related to a broad, latent shifting construct and may not generalize to specific tasks. These parameters are successive in that they include parameters freed in previous steps; e.g. in model C4, pre-to post-path coefficient means that, in addition to the parameters freed earlier (i.e. post-drink factor mean and variance in model C2 and C3), the path coefficient from pre-to post-drink latent variable was also estimated freely across groups. Significance levels represent whether estimated parameters are significantly different from zero: *P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001. Significance levels for the t-tests comparing parameter estimates for the no-alcohol versus alcohol groups are indicated as: Table 5 Results from the models with baseline and descending limb data together (n = 222). Names of parameters in the Models column were estimated freely across groups in each successive model are listed. Note that free parameters in each successive model also include the parameters that are freed in previous steps; e.g. in model C4, pre-to post-path coefficient means that, in addition to the parameters freed earlier (i.e. post-drink factor mean and variance in model C2 and C3), the path coefficient from pre-to post-drink latent variable was also estimated freely across groups. Likelihood ratio tests (Δχ 2 ) were reported in comparison to the strict invariance models. Desc. = descending limb; var. = variance. *P < 0.05; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; MIMIC = multiple-indicator-multiple-cause.
However, our use of a latent variable approach to capture an underlying shifting ability measured during both a sober baseline and a subsequent drinking session represents a significant advance over typical designs utilizing only a single shifting task and measuring shifting at only one (drinking) session, and stands as the most comprehensive examination to date of the acute effect of alcohol on setshifting performance.
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